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POSITIONER, PI- & TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 

 MULTI FUNCTION CONTROL 
Our TEM P-PI Controller is able to work as positioner, PI analog 
controller or as thermostat. The unit has the ability for cascade 
control, combining all its functions. For example as VAV controller!  
Put yourself in control with our TEM multi function controller! 
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Summary 
This multi function controller is able to fulfill a various range 
of controlling needs.  
Thanks to its adaptability it is able to serve as analog PI 
controller, temperature controller, positioner or cascade 
controller. In cascade control, the temperature loop serves as 
input to the PI analog loop. Possible applications are:  
- Temperature control of 2 pipe heating-, cooling systems 
- Pressure control for clean rooms and smoke protection in 

stairways by using a 0…10V pressure sensor as input. 
- VAV control, Pressure independent or dependent. 
- Remote positioning and control of large dampers, butterfly 

valves, etc.  
The control mode is P-Control for temperature control, PI-
control for analog control, Power supply is 24V AC/DC.  

Features & Benefits 
q Digital Display Clear and accurate temperature, input or output indication. 

  Adaptation of input display: A   sensor of 0-30 kPa with an 
  output of 2…10V can be displayed as 0…30. 

q PI control Fast and accurate control for various applications 

q Manual Override Easy selection for special conditions 
  Morning boost to exchange stale air, minimum air 
  supply while away, etc. 

q Memory for settings All the settings and state of operation are memorized. No 
  reprogramming in case of power failure or after switching off. 

q Universal Mounting Can be mounted on most international mounting boxes. 

q Parameterization You are able to change display light intensity, access or limits 
  of set points, control mode, input and output limits,  
  frost protection and Celsius-Fahrenheit display. 

q 0-10V modulating Accurate reliable actuator positioning 

Technical Specification 

Power Supply 21.5 - 26.5 V AC 50/60 Hz 
Power Consumption 2 VA 
Electrical Connection Terminal Connectors 
Input Signal 0-10V DC, min and max adjustable 
Output Signal 0-10V DC, min and max adjustable 
Control Temperature Range 10 to 35 °C (50…95 °F) 
Display precision 0.5 K 
Temperature Sensor NTC resistor 10 kΩ at 25°C 

Ambient Temperature -10 to 50°C acc IEC 721-3-3 (14 to 122 °F) 
Ambient Humidity 0 to 95% r. H. Non Condensing 
Degree of Protection IP30 
Safety Class III to EN 60 730 
EMC Standard  
EMEI Standard 

CE conform according to 89/336/EEC 
73/23/EEC 

Housing ABS plastic 
Servicing Maintenance Free 
Dimensions 105 x 90 x 37 mm (H x W x D) 
Weight 212 g 
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Great Functionality for a great price: 
The TEM features a vast range of options in order to let you get the most out of your system.  

p Automatic Temperature Control 
Just set the desired set point using the up or down 
buttons and the rest is done by the unit. A status 
LED indicates cooling or heating mode. The 
temperature loop uses P control. 

p Analog PI Control or Positioner 
The unit is able to act as positioner, as 10-step 
switch or as PI controller while in analog control 
mode. All control parameters can be adjusted via 
software making the TEM a universal PI controller. 

p Display of analog sensor value 
The display of the analog input and setpoint can be 
transformed to a range of your choice.  

p Frost protection 
If enabled, this function will protect your equipment 
from freezing temperatures. If the temperature 
drops below 7 °C, (44.6 °F), the unit will start up 
independent of selected function and switch to 
heating mode until 15 °C (59 °F) is reached. Then it 
will return to its previous status. 

p Access protection for unauthorized users 
A password is required, before accessing the 
parameters menu. Two level passwords are available 
for standard and advanced users. The advanced user 
only has access to control parameters. The standard 
user is able to set variables for light intensity, limits 
and access of set points, display of positioning 
details (0-10 or 0-100%), Fahrenheit or Celsius and 
temperature shift. 

p Control of VAV systems 
Using parameterization it is possible to connect two control loops into a cascade control. The 
temperature loop will serve as input to the analog PI loop. This PI loop is used with the use of 
a pressure sensor to control the air volume. Therefore we have a VAV controller. By reducing 
the output maximum, we limit the total opening of the damper and therefore the supply 
airflow. This is as an excellent way to fine-tune a VAV system with the convenience of 
pressing a button.  

p Enabling & Disabling of modes and access to set points 
It is possible to disable manual or automatic control and thus use the unit only in one 
function. The TEM controls as well access to set point or to the change of heat and cooling 
mode.  

p Fahrenheit or Celsius 
Selectable using parameters. 

p Memorizing of status, set points and parameters 
The build in memory remembers all parameters, set points and the state of the unit in case 
of power failure. There is no need for reprogramming after electricity black out. 

p Adjustment of LED intensity and temperature display shift 
The strength of the LED display is adjustable. Using the parameters you are able to shift the 
displayed temperature or analog input values.  

p Quality 
The TEM is designed and programmed in Switzerland according to strong quality standards. 
He is manufactured and tested using strict quality processes.  
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Do Not Hesitate to Ask for  

 MORE 
We are happy to give you more information, advice or training 
in how to use our products. The target is to optimize your 
benefits. The only thing you need to do is: 
Talk to us! 
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Tel:  +86 10 6468 2382 

Fax:  +86 10 6468 2387 

Email: info@vectorcontrols.com  

VECTOR CONTROLS LTD. 
Room 412, Building 7 
Xiao Yun Li, Xiao Yun Lu 
Chao Yang District,  
Beijing, 100016 PR China 
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